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Who am I?

My name is Ken O'Neill.  I am a middle-aged

father of two who's lived in Scotland for almost

twenty years. I first became involved in politics

during my teens and have carried on since.

I’ve served as a union representative and helped

various colleagues with their difficulties.

Now I want to combine these two and give

something back to my home and serve the people

across the Lothians.

I've spent the last twelve years following MSPs in their work, both for my own interest

and also for my job.  The Scottish Parliament was supposed to usher in a new age of

informed, considered and less hostile politics.  Instead we have politicians who refuse

to vote for proposed legislation simply based on the colour of the party proposing.  We

have parties calling for financial support for apprenticeships and funding for energy

efficiency measures and then voting against the plans.  I do not believe that this is

what the Scots voted for in 1997 when they backed a new Parliament.

I believe in individual liberty, especially freedom of expression and action, while taking

responsibility for your actions.  How you act affects other people, society and the

environment.  Scotland needs to take responsibility for its actions and do its best to

protect all, not just the wealthy and privileged few.  We need to create a country that is

proud of what it has achieved and can defend its actions – whether that be planning

consent for a golf course or the way we look after our own.
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Why am I standing?

I want to live in a Scotland that stands proud and faces the future, taking responsibility

for its actions.  To do that, we need to protect what we have and decide what type of

society we live in. Scotland needs a properly financed, well supported public sector.

We need to ensure that those who look after our elderly, collect our rubbish, nurse our

sick, protect the vulnerable and teach our children are supported.  They're not the ones

who gambled with other people's money and lost.  They're not to blame for the ills of

the whole society.

Scotland needs to stand up and fight the cuts to the services we all use or else we will

become a country where only those who can afford health care are looked after.

Where only those who can afford to pay for education have the chance to see their

children reach their full potential.

I want to move Scotland into the 21st Century and establish a just society, where how

the weakest member is treated is a measure of our worth.  I want to help the country

have a bright future where my children are proud of what we have achieved.

I want a Scottish Parliament that is transparent and explains how its actions are

benefiting the population.  A Parliament that allows the people to engage with their

politicians.  A Parliament that involves people in how the country is governed and

decisions are made.

Why should you vote for me?

In my manifesto I set out what I hope the Parliament will achieve over the next five

years. I will add an interesting and useful voice to the political conversation.  I’m not

backed by any individual or interested party but stand for what I think is right – respect

for one another, consideration of other people and wanting the best for all.  Hopefully

that reflects what you think your MSP should stand for – independent thinking and the

needs of the many, not the few.

So when it comes to casting your regional vote, vote for LOTHIANS’ KEN.
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Community

What do I believe?

The Lothians is a region that includes different councils who, despite sitting next door,

don’t appear to talk to each other.  This can have a negative impact on the

communities in those regions.  Pragmatic co-operation between the four councils will

drastically improve the outcomes for the people living in the area.

Over recent years, everybody has noticed the closure of local shops as the chains and

supermarkets force small business out of the market.  In many cases this has created

ghost towns within our cities, nothing happening, nowhere to go, nothing to do.  By

revitalising the areas again, the sense of togetherness and the feeling of pride in your

community will return for the benefit of all involved.

What do I propose and how do we make it work?

 Creation of a combined council task force to deal with issues that affect all the local

authorities.

o Encouragement for the Lothian Local Authorities to establish methods to

combine purchasing powers to create saving and deliver better services.

This way the Lothians can set a standard of best practice for the rest of the

country.

 Introduction of the Lothian Lolly.  The Lothian Lolly would act as a local currency, for

use at local shops.  This will increase local trade and revive the area.  The more

traders join, the more effective the scheme will be.  At the same time, we will reduce

our carbon footprint by shopping locally and using local produce, with local shops

sourcing goods and services locally.
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Constitutional Change

What do I believe?

With the Scotland Bill, we have lost an opportunity to take Scotland further into the 21st

century.  MPS and constitutional experts agree that our Parliament needs more powers

than the UK Government is willing to grant.  We must make sure they know that and

push for additions to the Bill.

I believe Scotland can be independent.  However, I will respect and support the view of

the people of Scotland as expressed in a referendum.

What do I propose and how do we make it work?

 The new Scotland Bill has created an opportunity to give the Scottish Parliament

greater and more useful powers.  We need to ensure that MSPs have another

opportunity to scrutinise the Bill, with ample opportunity to amend it where

necessary.  The recent inquiry report by Holyrood's Scotland Bill Committee rightly

highlighted that the proposals need to go further, giving Holyrood power over a

whole range of areas.  The main goal here is to give Scotland greater financial and

policy authority to help define its own future.

 A move towards federalism with the abolition of the Scotland Office, with any

ministerial and departmental savings passed on to the Scottish Government.

 An independence referendum within the next ten years to allow the Scottish people

to decide on their future rather than the political parties.

 Creation of a formal framework for interactions with the UK Government, with

procedures created to ensure the maintenance of two-way communications and

conflict resolution.

 Support for a move to Alternative Vote for the election of MPs.

 Move towards Single Transferable Vote for Holyrood elections by 2019 so that

Scotland leads the way in the creation of a 21st century democracy for the UK.
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Economy

What do I believe?

Since the start of this economic mess we currently find ourselves in, the truth about the

real figures was lost between the scaremongering and the ideological battle.  The

fixation on financial gains results in a distorted view of the true economic landscape.

Every day you hear opposing views on the subject in the news bulletins and

newspapers, expressed by ‘experts’ with blue or red tinted glasses. We need honesty

and plain speaking rather than spin and jargon when discussing the economy.

I feel it’s time to start talking about corporate responsibility again.  Big corporations

have an obligation towards the society that they’re a part of.   Both politicians and the

public need to remind them of this fact.  UK Uncut has already started this process.

Now it is time for the Scottish Parliament to make companies and business pay their

due taxes.

What do I propose and how do we make it work?

 Truth about figures – I would like to introduce a moratorium on the use of inaccurate

economic terms in the Scottish Parliament.  Phrases like ‘structural deficit’ are

meaningless.  Politicians should take a step towards introducing plain English into

the Parliament, to deliver clear and decisive messages to the public.

 Prioritise spending on support for public services and economic recovery.

 Scrutinising tax incentives and ensure they are only given to those companies who

have committed themselves to a long-term future in Scotland.  We need to make

any tax credit or funding proportional, with the law ensuring there are safeguards in

case these commitments are not met.

 Creation of a skilled work-force through adequate apprenticeship schemes.  The

schemes so far have done little more than massaging the unemployment figures,

making them unfit for purpose.  The schemes should include training, with at least

one day a week spent studying. We also have to look at ways to encourage

companies to employ their trainees after the end of the apprenticeship, with a

National Insurance discount or equivalent.
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 Ensuring the economy is not reliant on only one sector, whether that is banking,

renewables or tourism.  Scotland needs a more mixed economy – so that if one

area of business is faring badly, the others will ensure we don't plunge into

recession.

 Greater support for small businesses starting up, including the possibility of

Business Rates and National Insurance holidays.

 Creation of the Lothian Lolly.  This is a project explained in the Community section.

 Campaign to have the proposed Green Investment Bank based in Edinburgh.

Education

What do I believe?

Every child should have the right to the best possible education.  This means having

good access to a teacher's time and the materials to learn.  I believe that we should

not label a child as 'unteachable’, but rather find a way to develop and engage them.

Children love to learn, we just need to harness this. We need to cut class sizes to

ensure each pupil gets sufficient attention, which will also encourage them to learn and

feel appreciated.  I also want to increase the opportunities for secondary school

children to study subjects they are interested in, whether academic or vocational.

What do I propose and how do we make it work?

 Leave the Curriculum for Excellence in place for at least five years before reviewing

how effective it has proven.

 Ensure full-time state provision of nursery education for all children over four, with

the aim to increase this to three as soon as possible.

 Teach school children the benefits of healthy living through education and at least

two hours' quality PE in every week.

 Trust teachers to teach and do not use them as administrators.

 Make P1 year in primary schools a more informal start to education, with formal

learning not starting until P2.

 Reduce class sizes throughout all Lothian primary schools.

 Ensure no child leaves primary school without being literate and numerate.
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 Ensure any child over fourteen years old can find worthwhile work experience if

they want.  Provide incentives for employers to offer mini-apprenticeships

throughout the Summer holidays.

 Allow pupils to choose vocational subjects at the start of secondary school.

 Keep the school leaving age at 16.

 Increase access to outdoor education.

 Create stronger local colleges that can cater for people who do not want to pursue

academic courses.

 Keep university education free, with no tuition fees and no graduate contribution.

 No to a graduate tax. Graduates earn more due to their qualifications, so already

contribute more through their taxes.

Engagement

What do I believe?

Following the proceedings at Holyrood, one cannot fail to notice that personal issues

are hindering efficient co-operation across party lines.  This saddens me and it is

disappointing to see worthwhile projects not receiving the necessary backing because

of this attitude.

I'm also amazed at how little the media mentions the work of the Scottish Government

and Parliament.  Speaking to my friends and colleagues, they often say they have no

idea what is happening and what it means for them.  Important legislation passed in

Parliament rarely makes the headlines.  I think it is up to the MSPs to explain to the

voters what they’re getting for their money.

What do I propose and how do we make it work?

 I will work towards effective co-operation with all parties, regardless of political

colour, personality or cuddly factor.

 Encouraging voters to engage more with their MSPs and the Parliament.

 The Scottish Government and councils to justify spending in plain English, with the

information made public on a regular basis and in a transparent way.
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 I will produce regular summaries on what has happened at the Parliament and what

I have done to keep voters informed.

 I will publish all my expenses on a regular basis.

 I will donate a three-figure sum from my monthly MSP salary to a local charity.

Lothians people can decide which charity should receive it via a monthly poll on my

website.

o I believe in noblesse oblige, that with wealth, power and prestige come

responsibilities. This is Public Service in the widest possible sense. The UK

Government now contains more multi-millionaires than ever before. They tell

us that we are in this together and how the Big Society will solve our

problems. At the same time their extreme cuts are reducing charity funding,

making it harder for them to do their job. I will do my part to help the local

charities, with the voters deciding which ones benefit.

 I will only claim expenses incurred when travelling across the Lothians on

constituency work. This will not include my bus pass, which I will pay for from my

own pocket. Politicians receive various expenses, including travelling to work at the

Parliament. In any other line of work no employer would pay for this. I will also only

submit  ACTUAL expenses, not the general rate for an item.

Environment

What do I believe?

Over the last decade, Scotland has moved to the forefront of renewable energy use.  I

would like to see it take an even bigger role as a real leader in intelligent use of natural

resources.  This means we need a nationwide strategy on the use of renewables and

the implementation of big projects, so that they can work efficiently in conjunction with

smaller projects.  Yes to renewable energy, but not for renewables’ sake.
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What do I propose and how do we make it work?

 A forward looking analysis of Scotland’s energy needs with an accompanying

strategy to meet these demands.  This should have an emphasis on long-term

provision rather than short-term gains. The strategy has to include all forms of

renewable energy, such as tidal wave technology, wind turbines and geo-thermal

energy.  We also need to appreciate that not everything that is labelled as ‘bio’ is

environmentally friendly, so we have to consider all aspects before reaching a

decision.

 However, approved renewable projects must concentrate on the production of

energy rather than profit. Currently, the large wind farms make sizeable profits but

they are not the most efficient way of harnessing energy.

o Appropriate small-scale development serving local needs, with community

involvement, will better serve the communities and Scotland.

o A strategic assessment of wind farms by central government and involving

local authorities to identify areas that have capacity for more wind farms.

This assessment would also result in the identification of areas that no longer

have capacity for more wind farms.

o Greater encouragement and support for micro-renewables, especially in

public sector buildings.  Any savings or income created through selling

energy to the National Grid to remain with the organisation at a local level,

without affecting their normal budgets.

o No to biomass where the long-term effects actually add to climate change.

o So a definite NO to the proposed biomass plant in Leith, which will use more

energy to run than it generates.

 Immediate release by the UK Treasury of Scotland's £150 million unspent Fossil

Fuel Levy without any strings attached.

 Protection and improvement of greenfield land throughout the Lothians

 Registry of brownfield land throughout the Lothians, together with potential uses.

 Creation of multi-option bins throughout the Lothians, using combined purchasing

powers to create a uniform approach across the local authorities.
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 Local produce used in all council properties/services, reducing food miles and

helping to support the local economy. Promotion of local sites that are easily

accessible and where people can enjoy all the pleasures the Lothians environment

offers.

 Accelerate insulation of homes and buildings throughout the Lothians.

Europe

What do I believe?

I believe that a strong Scotland in Europe can make a difference, both for Scotland and

for Europe.  Over the last four years we have seen the European Commission ask for

more information on how we are addressing fish discards and land use.  Scotland is

also involved in the North Sea offshore grid, helping to export our vast renewable

electricity surplus to the UK and mainland Europe.

Our national identity does not disappear because we’re part of the European Union.

However, I believe that the emotional argument has to make way for a more pragmatic

view.  How we can maximise the benefits of being a member of the European Union is

more important than losing ourselves in the false argument of lost sovereignty.

What do I propose and how do we make it work?

 Discussion with the European Commission, the European Parliament, the

Committee of the Regions and our MEPs to promote Scotland within the European

Union.

 Promotion of the benefits of EU membership and how to make them work for the

Lothians.

 Engage in discussion on how Scotland can access the various European

Commission funding opportunities on offer.
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Health

What do I believe?

Although I can see that the NHS is not perfect and there are areas for improvement, I

strongly believe we need to defend its founding principle.  We cannot allow the slow

and creeping privatisation of a health system that ensures access for everyone.

Health is not a privilege but a basic human right, one that is too precious to put in the

hands of commercial conglomerates.

What do I propose and how do we make it work?

 Protect the NHS from funding cuts by increasing spending annually in line with

inflation at least.

 Support for free prescriptions for all. The NHS was designed to provide free

healthcare for all. Our National Insurance contributions are meant to fund that care.

We shouldn’t have to pay twice.

 Support for all initiatives that allow the NHS to manage and improve itself. This is

achieved more easily from within than by imposing targets from above.

 Work towards a framework for NHS Scotland to ensure quality of care is

guaranteed across the country.

o Greater access to a GP – no patient should have to wait longer than three

working days to see their doctor of choice.

o Encouraging dentists to take on more NHS patients rather than forcing

people to go private by exploring state funding and ensuring the funding is

spent with greater emphasis on NHS patients.

o Encouraging a healthier, more active lifestyle with better access to

information on how to feel better. Also take responsibility for their 'health-

style.'

 Improve the provision of mental health services.

 Support for a Scottish minimum pricing scheme for alcohol. To complement this, the

introduction of a maximum price for alcohol-free drinks in pubs to encourage

designated drivers and more sensible drinking. These measures need an

accompanying education policy on alcohol and a societal change in attitude.
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Housing

What do I believe?

In every neighbourhood there are buildings lying vacant that could be used for

housing.  This includes buildings that we can adapt as well as empty homes.  We need

to help people feel secure in their homes by offering long-term leases, rather than the

current short-term uncertainty that faces many people who rent.  By creating

affordable, sustainable social housing, Scotland is building for the future in more ways

than one.  Not only would this reduce housing benefit payments and create jobs at the

same time, people would have greater security. This would give them the chance to

plan ahead and  increase their confidence in their future.

What do I propose and how do we make it work?

 Use the registry of Brownfield sites to identify properties that could easily serve as

homes.

 Introduce minimum three-year rental agreements to allow people to plan for their

future. Include clauses on termination of the lease so that both parties are properly

protected.

 Creation of grants to encourage owners to rent empty homes to housing

associations.

 Funding and support provided for shared equity schemes.

Justice

What do I believe?

The last decade we have seen a steady erosion of civil liberties, mainly as a result of

emergency legislation that was brought in after shocking events.  We have to ensure

we don’t lose track of the main objective – making this country a safe and fair place to

live. Legislation that is pushed through in a short period, with hardly any consultation,

often results in bad and/or conflicting laws. At the same time, people must feel safe in

their communities.  The fear of crime in Scotland is greater than the reality.  To help

reverse this situation, we need to ensure the figures published are transparent and in
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plain English, rather than open to spin and manipulation.  We also need to have an

honest debate about plans for a Scotland-wide police force.  Will it create uniformity

and consistency, as well as making savings, or drain resources and accountability from

local communities?

What do I propose and how do we make it work?

 Greater use of existing laws rather than creation of new ones.   The Scottish

Parliament's Justice Committee should set up an inquiry to look at all legislation

and advice on obsolete legislation.

 Emergency legislation avoided where possible. If it is needed ensure the legislation

contains a short-term sunset clause, so Parliament can review it.

 Punishment to suit the crime, with the promotion of community sentences where

appropriate.

 Community justice panels used as an alternative to court action to help divert minor

offenders from re-offending.

 A ‘No tolerance’ policy for violent crime.

 More support for the victims of crime. Research and costing on whether

reconciliation talks help the victims to move on and the perpetrator to realise the

affect of their crimes.

 Drug recovery and rehabilitation services available to all prisoners.  This will help

ensure they do not re-offend once they are released.

Public Sector

What do I believe?

The UK coalition argues that there is public sector waste that needs trimmed, that the

state has grown too large.  In Scotland, the latest figures say that public sector

employment accounts for 24% of total employment and falling.  Out of 2,484,000

people in employment, 493,100 now work in the public sector, a third of whom work in

the NHS.  Personally, that doesn’t strike me as too many – just under half a million

people aiding, caring, supporting and teaching a population of approximately 5.5

million Scots.
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As for waste, I’m sure if you looked at any employer, regardless of the sector, you

could find ways to make improvements and cut costs.  So yes, make changes and find

savings, but plough the money back into our vital services.  Savings for savings sake

creates a false economy and can end up with a larger bill.  Buying cheaper products

doesn’t mean you’ve bought as well or as efficiently.

Scotland does need integrated and cost-effective public services, but politicians should

not use UK spending cuts as an excuse to axe vital jobs.  The main political parties talk

of reducing the number of public bodies while sidestepping the need to still undertake

the work they do.  For example, if you abolish Transport Scotland the maintenance of

the road network doesn’t disappear overnight.  The local authorities, already stretched

through falls in funding and a Council Tax freeze, cannot take on this work so central

government needs to do it.

The recent Hutton Report on public sector pensions recommends that employees

should pay more to ensure they receive a smaller pension.  For years the Government

has said the public sector’s lower wages are off-set by the pensions the employees

receive.  The average public sector pension in Scotland is just under £4,000 per year –

far less than a comparable private sector one.

What do I propose and how do we make it work?

 Stop blaming the public sector and its workforce for the economic crisis.

 Stop cuts to essential public services as they will have their greatest impact on the

poorest.  Recent research says the incoming cuts will see the poorest 10% suffer

FIFTEEN times more than the richest 10%. That’s neither fair nor equal.

 Cutting public sector jobs will damage the economy and increase the deficit.  Action

is needed to avoid redundancies at all costs.

 Look at how to make the public sector more efficient while allowing the individual

bodies to retain savings.

 A ban on the use of consultants, instead trusting staff to do their job. The creation of

one national pay bargaining structure for all Scotland's public sector staff to replace

the current 230 separate pay bargaining units.
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 Investing in public services to create jobs and make Scotland a better place while

also reducing the deficit.

 Creation of affordable, sustainable social housing for people, reducing housing

benefit payments and creating jobs at the same time.

Public Transport

What do I believe?

If you want people to get back into work, you have to enable them to get to work.  The

best means of achieving this is an integrated public transport network, that covers the

whole region and not just Edinburgh.  The public transport system in Edinburgh is very

good, but it lacks connectivity with the outer regions, leaving passengers stranded at

the outskirts of the city.

Outwith Edinburgh, people in the Lothians are limited by choice of providers, relying on

limited services that can charge as much as they want.  If we are serious about cutting

down on car use in Scotland, people need to have a reliable, efficient and affordable

transport system.   People deserve a bus service that works around their needs so

they can get to work, have fun, meet friends and go shopping.  If the Government is

serious about limiting the effect of climate change then they have to work on

encouraging the bus companies to provide better and more affordable public transport

choices.

I am using public transport throughout my campaign. Not only do I believe in efficient,

affordable public transport but I am practising what I preach.

What do I propose and how do we make it work?

 Lothian Buses need to develop an integrated service between the trams and the

buses.

 Handing the running of the trams project to Transport Scotland.

 Public transport providers encouraged to develop an integrated, well-connected

transport scheme that suits the users across the whole region.
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 ScotRail franchise to include provision of free Wi-Fi on key routes as soon as

possible.

 Examine running the ScotRail franchise using the not for profit model and create

investment in rolling stock and better services.

Social Justice

What do I believe?

A strong society needs strong citizens, but a society is only as strong as its weakest

link.  In an ideal society all members would contribute to the best of their abilities for

the greater good.  On the other hand, society needs safety nets to catch people when

they fall, but not ones that make people reliant on them.

Society needs an educated population – not necessarily one with qualifications and

letters after their names, but people who understand that they have their own

responsibility.  People who can see the connection between cause and effect.

What do I propose and how do we make it work?

 If we want to live in a Scotland where social justice is paramount then we need

strong public services. Without them we are leaving the weakest in society to fend

for themselves

 Equal access to health and education services.

 Be actively involved in finding better opportunities to help the disadvantaged.

 Introduction of regulations to ensure card/token/key tariffs do not adversely affect

those least able to pay.  Regulations are needed as any voluntary agreements

would not protect the most vulnerable and poorest in society.

 Oppose UK cuts to disability benefits. While this is a reserved issue and under

Westminster’s control, the Scottish Parliament should unite to protest at this abuse.

Vulnerable people, who are reliant on benefits to live and have access to areas we

take for granted, should not be the focus of cuts.
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Tourism

What do I believe?

Tourism is a big contributor to Scotland’s economy.  I think the sector will benefit from a

unified policy on tourism.  This will multiply the effects of the measures already in

place.  According to a recent report, the value of nature based tourism in Scotland is

£1.4 billion.  Just one more reason why we need to protect and promote Scotland's

outstanding environment.

What do I propose and how do we make it work?

 Increased promotion of attractions apart from the city centre and the usual

suspects, like the Festivals.  We need to include historic architecture, the coastline

and the countryside surrounding Edinburgh.

 Creation of coastal path tours to promote the areas rich maritime history and

culture.

 A co-ordinated tourism policy for the Lothians, with the councils and Visit Scotland

working together and complementing what already exists.

 Promotion of green tourism.

 Make VisitScotland the lead tourism agency and cut out Scottish Enterprise's

duplication.
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